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Pregnancy Journal
Budding dreams. Hopeful hearts. Growing anticipation
for the life of your little one. Capture all of your thoughts
and feelings in this elegant pregnancy journal. Waiting
for You offers reflective prompts that invite you to record
milestones and memories--from hearing heartbeats and
creating birth plans to choosing nicknames and noticing
food cravings. With a classic, genderneutral design and
sweet quotes throughout, Waiting for You is a special
place to hold on to beautiful moments forever. Features
a hardcover with ribbon marker and bellyband.
The First-time Mom's Pregnancy JournalMonthly
Checklists, Activities, & Journal PromptsRockridge Press

Few experiences are more magical than creating a
new life and watching it grow in your body.
Pregnancy is also a time of many physical and
emotional transformations. A pregnant woman's life
can be very exciting, disturbing and powerful. After
pregnancy, nothing is ever the same. Celebrate and
commemorate this special time before your baby is
born by keeping a journal. We created our
Pregnancy Journal to be: VERSATILE AND
PERSONAL: A pregnancy journal is a place to
collect your thoughts, feelings and experiences
during pregnancy. Record the moments that take
your breath away: the first kick, listening to your
child's heartbeat or finding out the baby's gender! It
will also serve as your checklist for things you have
to prepare before the baby comes out. The best
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part? This planner becomes a memory book to look
back on long after your "baby" is grown. It's the
perfect journal to capture your pregnancy journey
and a place to record your bump and scan photos.
USEFUL & CONVENIENT - Keeping a diary while
you're expecting can also assist you in focusing on
the pregnancy. Putting pen to paper after
meticulously collecting your thoughts is extremely
rewarding during pregnancy. The best part about it is
that you will always have a personal record of your
pregnancy that you can later gift to your kids as
well.Simple and easy to use, the pages are ready
and waiting to be filled. It contains: 80 pages for 40
weeks (2 page/week)Extra pages:1 name page1
journal page1 baby name ideas page4 to do list2
Things I have to prepare A NOTEBOOK BUILT TO
LAST- We want your journal to last a long time so
you can always look back on your previous entries
without the worry that it will fall apart. The sturdy
cover is made of tough paperback with strong,
secure professional trade binding so the pages won't
fall out after a few months of use. A perfect
keepsake that you can always look back into when
your baby is all grown up. WELL-CRAFTED
INTERIOR- We only used thick, white paper to avoid
ink bleed-through. The columns are clearly marked
to make it easy to fill out and to cross reference.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 20.3 x 24.4 cm (8" x 11")
dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but shorter
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in height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease.
It's the perfect size- easy to carry! COOL COVERS!To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for
you to choose from. Get inspired by our collection of
truly creative book covers. We stand for quality and
aim to provide the best writing experience with our
notebooks. Use our Pregnancy Journal to write down
your thoughts. By writing in a diary, you can get rid
of all your negative thoughts during your pregnancy
and focus on creating memories that you will cherish
forever. Get a copy now!
The nine months of pregnancy are a very special
time in a woman's life. This contemporary, colorful
journal commemorates that amazing moment. It has
space for the mom-to-be to record her thoughts and
emotions, gather photographs and her first
ultrasound; note the father's reactions; list favorite
names; create a gift registry; and so much more.
Moms will treasure this forever.
A Best memorable gifts for pregnant lady under 7 dollars! If
you are a pregnant women then this is for yours. Best
pregnant gift idea for wife. 42 Weeks Pregnancy Planner
Journal Book For Expecting Moms is finally here! This
beautiful Pregnancy Journal is printed on high quality an
adorable cover. write your emotion & feelings about
pregnancy. full 42 weeks, 10 month Planner Journal, Book
Page: 40 Pages, Book Size: 8.5 X 11 inch. This is a
memorable Pregnancy Journal book with cute quote makes a
memorable gift for any pregnant lady.
Write (and remember) your first-time mommyhood story The
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first person you told. The first weird craving you had. The first
time you saw your baby. Becoming a mom is filled with firsts
that you're going to want to remember--and with this journal,
you'll chronicle every meaningful milestone and memory of
your pregnancy. The First-Time Mom's Pregnancy Journal is
your trimester-by-trimester guide to capture everything from
finding out you were pregnant to holding your newborn. With
writing prompts, checklists, activities and more, this book is a
fun and easy way for every new mama to create a lifelong
keepsake of the joys of pregnancy and motherhood. The FirstTime Mom's Pregnancy Journal includes: First-time mom
firsts--Remember the special moments of every month with
questions to guide your journaling. Plus, space for freestyle
entries allows you to create your very own pregnancy journal
prompts. Handy guidance--Keep track of your prenatal
appointments and stay organized with trimester
checklists--this pregnancy journal has you covered with all of
the essential to-dos to get ready for baby. Fun
activities--Daydream about the nursery, brainstorm baby
names, scrapbook sonograms, and so much more. You only
experience your first once--capture every moment with The
First-Time Mom's Pregnancy Journal.
Introducing the totally revised and updated WHAT TO
EXPECT PREGNANCY JOURNAL & ORGANIZER-- with
715,000 copies in print, it's the perfect gift and popular
companion to "What to Expect When You're Expecting.
Lightweight and sized to fit into a tote or briefcase, this handy
planner is an expectant mom's best friend from conception
through labor and delivery. For the new edition, the text has
been brought completely up to date in accordance with the
information in the recently revised third edition of "What to
Expect When You're Expecting. Featuring prompted pages,
checklists, and a weekly write-in pregnancy and labor journal,
this is the best way for mothers-to-be to keep track of
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important dates, questions to ask the doctor, medications,
milestones, childbirth class notes, shopping lists, phone
numbers, and everything else that comes with the nine
months of pregnancy. The journal/organizer's compact design
ensures it can go everywhere mom goes. After baby's arrival,
it becomes an instant keepsake.
A Beautiful Notebook for Expecting Mothers to collect
wonderful Memories during your pregnancy. A pregnant
woman's life can be very exciting, disturbing and powerful.
After pregnancy, nothing is ever the same. Celebrate and
commemorate this special time before your baby is born by
keeping a journal. This pregnancy diary becomes a memory
book to look back on long after your "baby" is grown. It's the
perfect journal to capture your pregnancy journey and keep
memories. It contains 40 pages for 40 weeks (1 page/week)
plus Extra pages to jot down notes you would like to
remember after birth. The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with a stylish cover and well-crafted interior. With
its (8.5" x 11") dimensions, you can squeeze it into a bag with
ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry! A must have for any
expecting mother! Makes a lovely baby shower gift!
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